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Abstract: This study mainly based on Radix-K dynamic graph software watermark. Aiming to the weak robustness against attacks showing in the existing Radix-K dynamic graph, we propose a software watermark scheme of the tamper resistant radix dynamic graph coding. Considering of the coding efficiency, we introduce constant coding in the program and make the constant coding depend on software watermark coding structure. When attacks tamper software watermark structure, the extracted constants are not correct value and lead the program to fail, then we can effectively protect the software watermark information what is embedded into program. At last, the new dynamic graph watermark scheme is on SandMark system and selects different encoding methods to embed into watermark graph, we analysis of its coding efficiency, robustness, program overload and so on.
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INTRODUCTION

As an important branch of information hiding technology, software watermark had attracted more and more people’s attention (Myles and Collberg, 2004). According to extraction method, software watermark technology has many categories which can be divided into static and dynamic watermark (Venkatesan et al., 2001). This also is more mentioned in currently classification methods. At present, more new software watermarking technology research is mostly focusing on the dynamic watermark.

Software watermark is a interdiscipline which involves in cryptography, software engineering, algorithm design and graph theory. The first software watermark study on graph theory is proposed by Venkatesan et al. (2001) and is called VVS which is a static watermarking algorithm. Collberg and Thomborson (2002) put forward a dynamic figure software watermark algorithm: CT algorithm the core idea is that embed watermark information into dynamic topology structure, however, the relevance of pointer structure make it difficult to automatic analysis software code. Therefore, Collberg et al. (2004) developed a variant algorithm of CT that is a constants coding algorithm (Collberg et al., 2004). This study based on the special structure and proposed a software dynamic watermarking scheme on the radix K coding.

DYNAMIC GRAPH SOFTWARE WATERMARK CODING TECHNOLOGY

Dynamic graph software watermark technology (Chen et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2008) is a scheme that embeds watermark information into software by program dynamically building topology diagram. Major existing dynamic graph topology encoding method is: pareto chart coding, Radix-K list coding and PPCT (Planted Plane Cubic Tree) enumerate coding etc. Pareto chart coding has a better performance against attack and lower coding efficiency. Radix-K list coding (Myles and Collberg, 2005) has the highest coding efficiency and the worst anti-attack performance. However, PPCT enumerate coding has the worst coding efficiency and the best anti-attack performance. The more details analysis and comparison of those coding schemes can refer to the study (Anekaert et al., 2004; Stern et al., 2000). Thus, you can get a better dynamic map software watermark scheme if you could make full use of the Radix-K list coding and improve its anti-attack performance.

TAMPER RESISTANT RADIX-K CODING DYNAMIC GRAPH

In order to improve the anti-attack performance of Radix-K coding, we introduce a tamper resistant program (Collberg and Thomborson, 2002) what can be immediately perceived tamper to terminate the program.
running, thereby protecting the watermarking information. There are many methods about tamper resistant, in this study, we base on the coding graph and combine with PPCT graph form a new tamper resistant radix coding graph. Given coding schemes are as follows:

**Coding thinking:** According to the radix formulas of watermarking, we ranged each coefficient from small to large and formed the path vectors (Collberg *et al.*, 2004), and used the path vectors to encode the coefficient expression area and index lists, then we can make use of the specified path vector to express the follow-up coefficients. Finally, all the leaf nodes’ left pointer point to itself and its’ right pointer to the next leaf node. Besides, the right pointer of the most left leaf node pointed to Origin generating node, whose right pointer pointed to the most right leaf node that can shape leaf list and the left pointer point to the first index node. So, the graph is same as PPCT graph. As shown in Fig. 1, in accordance with the number of the radix is 4 for encoding we can get a graph style of the N = 82.

**The coefficient coding method:** Considering the requirement of coding efficiency and tamper resistant, we know that PPCT graph is the best offensive in currently dynamic graph watermarking (Komerling and Kuhn, 1999), therefore, PPCTis introduced to represent the coefficients. However, the number of enumeration leaf

Fig. 1: Radix K = 4 tamper resistant coding, N = 82 = 2×4⁰ + 6×4¹ + 1×4² + 1×4³

nodes in PPCT graph is limited, since a number radix coding may have several coefficients, in order to express more coefficients and less nodes in the tamper resistant radix coding graph, use the following rules to encoding the coefficient, if the value is 0 or 1, then use one leaf node PPCT graph and distance to distinguish with its location in index node right or light; if the value is 2 or 3, then use two leaf nodes PPCT graph to distinguish with its location in index node right or light; greater value of coefficients are by analogy. The expression of enumeration coefficient is shown in Fig. 2.

Through the Fig. 2, we can compute the coding coefficient in the following formulas:

\[
X(y) = S(y) + 2 \times IPPCT(y) \times PT(y) + PT(y) + 2 \times (PT(y) \times PT(y) + Pr(y)) + d
\]  

(1)

In the Eq. 1, X(y) is the value of coding coefficient whose coefficient coding graph has y numbers of leaf nodes. The IPPCT(y) is the index value of coefficient coding graph. PT(y) is the total arrangement. The PL(y) is the arrangement value of leaf nodes’ light indexs. Pr(y) is the arrangement value of leaf nodes’ right indexs. d = 0 shows that coefficient coding graph is the right one. d = 1 shows that coefficient coding graph is the light one. S(y) is a Recursive formula, as follow:

\[
S(y) = S(y-1) + 2 \times IPPCT(y-1) \times PT(y-1) + PT(y-1)
\]  

(2)
Tamper resistant methods: In the dynamic graph watermark, in order to prevent attackers from tampering the watermark, graph topology structure has tamper resistant program, if there exists a certain dependence between the host program and watermark, the embedded watermark can be better protected. The purpose of constant coding is to be able to establish the dependence between host program and watermark graph, not only to put their codings into a software. Dynamic graph has there advantages (Xue-Mei and Jie, 2005; Zhu et al., 2009), as follow:

- The alias analysis of heap structure is difficult
- Easy to design the watermark data structure
- Easy to use the internal structure of the watermark map to implementing the tamper resistant features

Therefore, the constant coding scheme is a better tamper resistant strategy of dynamic graph watermark.

According to the constant coding, a complete dynamic graph watermark tamper resistant process can be described as follows:

**Step 1:** Analysis of the candidate program, extract the key constants what can be a variety of basic types or reference types

**Step 2:** Produces a large watermark figure what is the product of two large prime numbers and encoded the figure into a watermark graph structure with the n-leaf nodes

**Step 3:** Corresponding to constant integer, we find a watermark graph sub-structure in the watermark. Here sub-structure not only can be a part of the watermark graph also can be a full branch

**Step 4:** Produces the reference information of constant sub-structure and describes how to find the constant sub-structure in watermarking tree

**Step 5:** Generated the coding function of the constant sub-structure (which is the main part of the constant decoder), to decode these critical constants when the program is running

**Step 6:** Produces object code of coded function (i.e., byte-code program)

**Step 7:** Embeds constant decoder and encode function calls methods into host software

In the above constant tamper resistant coding process, step 4 need to provide some reference information of the constant sub-structure, for this study dynamic graph coding scheme, such informations include of the sub-graph structure's location, boundaries and the base node parameters.

**SCHEME IMPLEMENTATION**

For the implementation process of dynamic graph constant coding tamper resistant, in order to verify the feasibility (Myles and Collberg, 2004) the scheme is realized on SandMark system platform. In the implementation process, we focus on the two aspects: the implementation of enumeration graph encoder and decoder and enumeration graph tamper resistant.

Implementation of enumeration coding graph is based on the design rules and coding theory (Qi and Yan-Yan, 2008), converts a watermark to sandmark. Util newgraph. Graph class, we need to write encode method of codes; the other is just a reverse process what needs a decode method of codes. These two methods are the main parts of codec. The new designed codec is called sandmark.util.newgraph.codec. Eradix class, through the interface of SandMark, we design a new enumeration encoding graph codec and realize the dynamic embedding and extract process of watermark number. Then we can finish the implement of enumeration graph code and decode.

In order to enhance the concealment of the watermark, this paper we use pseudo-code watermark to achieving constant coding, the method is to put constant coding into SandMark. The major functions of constant coding components are structural components of pseudo-watermark map, search for constants, constant decomposition and the formation of small-regular quantum map, search for constant sub-map in pseudo-watermark map, construct and embed decoder.

**PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS**

In this study, we give some types of dynamic graph encoding such as anti-offensive, coding efficiency, time and space overload, then compare the performances of a number differences mainly from the perspective of comparative analysis, which mainly include:

**Anti-attack analysis of enumeration graph:** Anti-attack analyse of various enumeration graphs, can be summed up in Table 1 in the conclusions.

From Table 1, we can get the following conclusions: base coding is weak in perceiving the attack of add, subtract, and multiply coding is stronger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enumeration encoding map</th>
<th>Add or reduce attacks</th>
<th>Distorted attack</th>
<th>Fault-tolerant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base coding</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrange coding</td>
<td>Stronger</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPTC coding</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study coding</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Stronger</td>
<td>Stronger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reduce and distort, but it has the ability to fault-tolerant; arrange coding has the strongest ability to perceive the add and reduce attack, but its fault-tolerant performance is the worst; PPCT coding is good at all of the performances, however, this paper coding method is better than PPCT coding at fault-tolerant and perceiving distort attack.

**Constant coding tamper resistant performance analysis:**

Constant coding in the program can have many constants C, the attacker is difficult to ensure that there are enough test cases to make program execute to all of the encoding functions. Embedding a constant decoder into the host process is not just a watermarking graph, but also bring a certain procedure space overload. When you choose many constants to encode, although only one pseudo-watermark graph could be encoding to many constants. As the number of parameters which embed into constants decoding increase, the value of space overload will be a corresponding increase. Therefore, considering anti-tamper requirements, we also should weigh the impact of space overload.

**Analysis of the coding efficiency in enumeration graph:**
The coding efficiency of enumeration graph scheme is between the base coding and PPCT coding. When the number of watermark is tend to large, compared to PPCT coding, this coding scheme can show a better coding efficiency.

**Analysis of the enumeration graph time and space overload:** For the characteristics of dynamic graph watermark (Venkatesan et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2009) the effect of program execution time is very small. If you didn’t enter the key sequence of extracting watermark before program running, then the program is still running according to original track, therefore the program can’t build a watermark graph structure during the process running. In order to analyze the program space overload of enumeration graph scheme, we compared the differences of watermarked file size. Base coding, PPCT coding and this study coding scheme can produce different effects on space overload: the smallest is the base coding, this paper coding scheme and PPCT number is small and not differ greatly. When the watermark number is large, the differences is more obvious.

**DISCUSSION**

This study is a dynamic data structure watermark scheme which based on temper resistant Radix-K coding. In order to verify the feasibility of the program, we use the interface SandMark tool platform interface expending method. Experimental results and analysis showed that this watermark scheme had relatively modest coding efficiency and batter robustness and less affect on the program overload.

**CONCLUSION**

This study was a new scheme on software scheme. For the existing characteristics of base coding are weak against attack, the program planned to design a hybrid coding on PPCT and base coding and introduced a constant coding to implement tamper resistant. Through the experiment, we found that the new coding scheme on dynamic graph had lower computational complexity and easier implement.
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